Map Showing Underground Coal Mines in Gibson County, Indiana

Map Description
The map shows the location of underground coal mines in Gibson County, Indiana. The mines are color-coded to indicate different types of operations. The map is based on data collected from various sources, including USGS topographic maps, mining company records, and other geological reports.

Additional Information
- The map uses a 1:24,000-scale USGS topographic grid, county boundary, water, and towns to provide context.
- Geologists' reports, mining company records, and compiled data from various sources are used to create the map.
- The 1:24,000-scale U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-minute Geographic Information System (GIS) is used to create the map.
- Updated mine maps are collected annually from the Indiana Geological Survey.

Data Availability
- The map provides information on underground coal mines in Gibson County.
- The map can be used at a scale of 1:100000 or smaller.
- The map was created using information collected for the Coal Maps and updated annually from the coal mining industry.

Disclaimer
- The map is intended for general information purposes only.
- The map is not intended for legal, engineering, or surveying purposes.
- The map may not be accurate, and users should consult official sources for specific information.

Contact Information
- For additions or corrections, please contact the Coal and Industrial Minerals Section at (812) 855-7636.

Phone: (812) 855-7636
Address: 611 North Walnut Grove
Indiana Geological Survey